**Tulsa Community College Diversity Dialogue MISSION Statement**

With the information presented below, Diversity Dialogue hopes not only to provide you with explicit and comprehensive instruction on how to contribute your ideas and creativity to our program, but also to develop your understanding of who we are, what we do and how we achieve our mission to inform, inspire and educate Tulsa regarding the multifaceted multicultural community. As a non-commercial program, we maintain our commitment to delivering quality, innovative and distinctive media content as our utmost priority.

To persist as a leader in public service programming, Diversity Dialogue endeavors to enhance and complement our program content by receiving input from the Diversity Dialogue advisory Board. Even though the constantly evolving needs of the communities we serve shape our content from season to season, Diversity Dialogue adheres to three key principles to ensure our program remains relevant and accessible:

**Trust:**
By guaranteeing our programs treat complex multicultural issues with journalistic integrity and compassion, our audiences know they can rely on us to provide accurate, impartial information.

We recognize the significance of television and other media platforms as educational resources and we believe viewers benefit from our dedication to spreading awareness.

**Connect:**
Through our program, Diversity Dialogue aspires to be a driving force in fortifying the global community with content that values diversity and equality, as well as individual strengths and struggles to generate understanding and acceptance.

**Participate:**
To achieve our goals as a public service program, we collaborate with our executive producer and Advisory board to involve viewers in pursuits of cultural, education, the arts, social, and community awareness. Diversity Dialogue makes every effort to deliver media content that encourages viewers to become active participants in promoting change and shaping their communities, whether familial, local or global.

**TCC Diversity Dialogue Advisory Board**

Nancy Day Executive Director OCCJ

Michael Johnson Williams Co

Dyanne Jones TCC Board of Regents

Jennifer StandingBear Osage Nation Council

Ritchie Anderson 100 Black Men

Dr. Karen Rogers Tulsa Public Schools

Dr. Art Williams Langston University

Tony Alonso Tulsa Community College

Jim Langdon Publisher Tulsa People Magazine

Sanjay Meshri Eastern Indian Association
Dr. Candy Ting MD Asian Association

Joyce Rogers NAACP